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RATER ACCURACY STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION

A previous study (Mullins & Force , 1962) indicated that there are measurable individual differences
in rater accuracy. Briefly, the research design tested the hypothesis that raters who were more accurate in
one rating situation would be more accurate in a second rating situation. Rater accuracy was identified by

• requiring all raters to estimate the scores of their peers on a vocabulary test and then summing for each
rater the differences between the estimates and the actual scores. Ratings on carefulness and scores on five
carefulness tests were similarly collected. It was found that the correlations between carefulness test scores
and ratings were uniformly higher in the more accurate rating group than in the less accurate group.

• The purpose of this study was to replicate the Mullins and Force study, and to extend it in the
following ways:

1. Rater accuracy was identified both by using differences between rater estimates of vocabulary¶ scores and the scores actually made and also by the sum of differences between estimated and actual scores
oii a mat hematics knowledge score and a composite of both mathematics and vocabulary difference scores.

2. The earlier work studied only flights (N about 50) as rating groups. After the earlier study was
done, a hypothesis was developed that raters probably could more accurately estimate the performance of
their seven squad members than they could the performance of those members of their flights who were

V not in their squads. This study used both flights and squads as rating groups. Since squads ranged in size
from four to eight, the more-accurate and less-accurate groups were composed of the upper and lower 50%
of squad members, rather than 25%. When flights were used as rating groups, the upper and lower 25% were 

V

identified as before.
3. Cronbach (1955) has proposed a correlational measure, called differential accuracy (DAr), for use

as an indicator of rater accuracy. Cronbach pointed out that the absolute difference score in some
situations may contain as many as seven unrelated sources of variance and that the bAr score may be more
appropriate. The DAr score consists of a correlation of the ratings given by each rater for a characteristic
with a true measure of that characteristic across all ratees. Later investigators (i.e., Borman, 1977; Borm an,
Hough, & Dunnette, 1976) have used the DAr score with r to z transformations. In addition to replicating
the earlier study using raw difference scores as a measure of rater accuracy, the DAr score was also used in
this study, but only on groups consisting of complete flights.

4. This study extended the earlier study by attempting to fmd predictors of rater accuracy.

II. METH OD

Sample and Procedure V

The subjects used in this study were basic airmen reporting for experimental testing at Lackland AFB.
During the experimental testing session, the airmen were required to indicate their flight on their answer
sheets , and to which of the four squads they belonged, so that the proper rating groups could be set up
later. During this session, a vocabulary test , a mathematics knowledge test, and four experimental tests
selected in the hope that they might predict the rater accuracy scores, were administered to all subjects.

Approximately 3 weeks later , the airmen were required to estimate the scores that each of their flight
members made on the vocabulary and mathematics knowledge tests, copies of which were given to the
subjects to refresh their memories. They were told that on the vocabulary test the lowest score in the flight
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was 6, the highest score was 29, and the average score was 17 . The subjects were to ld that (in the
mathematics knowledge test the lowes t score was 4, the highest score was 20, and the average was 10. These

V were arbitrary numbers and were given to the subjects only to furnish a standard frame of reference for
making their estimates.

At the time the estimates were taken (i.e., during the second testing session), t he airmen also rated
the members of their flight on carefulness and on decisiveness , and two tests each of carefulness and
decisiveness were administered (described in Appendix A). V

• When all the data had been collected and scored , each subject ’s estimate of the performance of each
peer on the vocabulary test was compared with the actual performance of each peer , and an absolute
difference score , ignoring sign, was assigned to each estimated-actual combination. These difference scores
were then averaged to provide an average “miss” score for each subject.

On the basis of this average absolute difference score calculated for each rater , the upper half, upper
quarter, lower half, and lower quarter of each rating group were identif ied. “U pper ” and “lower ,” V

throughout this report , will refer to the most accurate (smaller average difference score) and less accurate
(larger average difference score), respectively. This identification process was repeated using the difference
between the mathematics knowledge test scores and the mathematics test score estimations and was
repeated again using a composite of the two. The upper and lower quarters had rated their entire flights,
and all their ratings were used.

In addition to this method of calculating rater accuracy scores , the DAr component , suggested by
Cronbach and described above, provided another index of accuracy. The DAr score was used to identify the
more accurate (upper) 25% and the less accurate (lower) 25% of raters in each flight. The DAr score was
not used on squad-level groups, because the main purpose of using the DAr score w~s to compare it with
the previously used absolute difference score , and the N’s on the squad level were too small to make the

V comparisons on upper-lower 25% subsamples.
V Only those airmen who remained in the same squad during the course of basic training were included 

V

in the sample. A number of airmen missed either the testing session or the rating session, so that the final N
for the entire group was 882.

On the basis of the average absolute difference score, seven pairs of contrasting subgroups of raters
were formed:

I. Upper and lower 25% of flight when estimating vocabulary scores.
4 2. Upper and lower 25% of flight when est imating mathematics knowledge scores.

3. Upper and lower 25% of flight on a composite of vocabulary estimates and mathematics
knowledge estimates.

4. Upper and lower 50% of raters when they estimate vocabulary scores of members of their squad
only.

5. Upper and lower 50% of raters when they estimate mathematics knowledge scores of members of
V their squad only.

6. Upper and lower 50% of ~raters when they estimate vocabulary scores of members of their flight
not in their squad.

• 7. Upper and lower 50% of raters when they estimate mathematics knowledge scores of members of
their flight not in their squad.

Analyis
Correlations were computed between the carefulness tests and carefulness ratings within each of the

upper and lower rating groups as defined above. These correlations are given in Tables 1 through 4. If the - -

method for identifying more and less accurate raters is efficient, and if the ability to estimate scores on
vocabulary and mathematics knowledge is correlated with ability to rate carefulness, and if the carefulness

6
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7able 1. Correlations of Carefulness Tests w ith Ratings from More and Less Accurate
Raters Defined by Absolute Difference Scores , Upper and Lower 25% of Flights

= 8fl2)

Caret ulnelt Ratings

FUght Flight
Flight Fl ight Uppe r 2$ % Lower 23% Flight FlIght

Upper 23% Lowe r 25% Math Math Upper 23% Low S, 25% V

Caret ulness Test s Vo cabulary Vocabular y Knowledge Knowle dge Com pos ite Com posl ts

I. Letter Comparison .06 .03 .05 .04 .06 .03
2. Score Checking 28 .24 28 21 .30 .21

Mean 3.09 3.08 2.98 3.1 1 2.94 - I
SI) .58 .58 .57 .58 .59 .58

Note. — OS l eve l 07 .01 IV CV C I 09: ‘Upi,~r ’ !,,eans more ac curate rater s .

Table 2. Correlations of Carefulness Tests with Ratings from More and Less Accura te
Raters Defined by Absolut e Difference Scores, Upper and Lower 50% of Squad Members

(.~ = 882)

Squad Squad
Squad Squad tipper 50% Lower 50%

Upper 50% Lower 50% Math Math
Carefuln ess Tests Vocabul ary Vocabu lary Knowledge Knowl edge

Letter Comparison .07 .01 .06 .05
Score Checking .21 .22 .24 .20
Mean 3.24 3.17 3.20 3.19
SD .64 .68 .65 .66

Note. — .05 Level = .07; .01 Lev cl .09. “ Upper ” mealis Inure accurate raters.

4 Table 3. Correlations of Carefulness Tests with Ratings from More and Less Accurate
Raters Defined by Absolute Difference Scores, Upper and Lower 50%

of Non-Squad Flight Members

V 

(\‘ = 882) I V

Non-Squad Non-squad
Non-Squad Non-Squad Upper 50% LOwer 50%
Upper 50% Lower 50% Math Math

V Carefu lness Test s Vocabulary Vocabular y Know ledge Knowl edge

Letter Comparison .07 .02 .04 .05
Score Checking .29 .24 .29 .25

Mean 3.03 2.91 3.02 2.92

SD .56 . .55 .56 .55 V

Not e. — .05 Leve l .07; .01 Level = .09; ‘SU pper ” means inure accurate raters .

7
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Table 4. Correlations of Carefulness Tests wit Ii Ratings from More and Less Accurate
Raters Defined by DAr Scores

882)

Car.fssl n..s Rating s

Flight FlIght
Flight Flight Upper 25% Lower 25% Flight FlIght

Upper 25% Low w 25% Math Math Upper 25% Lower 25%
Carefulness Tests Vocabulary Vocabulary Knowled ge Knowledg e Compo s ite ComposIte

V Letter Comparison .04 .04 .05 .03 .06 .03
2. Score Checking .30 .18 29 .19 .31 .16

Mean 2.99 2.99 3.03 300 3.01 3.02
SD .59 .56 .60 .55 .62 .55

Note. — 05 Level 07 . .0 1 Level .09; “ Uppe r ” IIICSJIS ulore a~cu rat c raters.

tests do measure carefulness as it is defined in the carefulness ratings, and lithe carefulness ratings are also
measuring carefulness as defined, then higher corre lations would he expected in the group of more accurate
raters (upper) than in the group of less accurate raters (lower). These are a lot of “ifs,” and it was decided
to compare the upper with the lower rating groups by a simple count of the number of times the
differences between correlations w ere in the predicted direction, regardless of the size of the correlations. V

4
This is an unusual method of analyzing correlational results , but it appears more sensitive than the

Usual met hod, which would require that a test of significance of differences between two such correlations
V V produce a t-ratio significantly greater than chance. That is a very crude approach for use in a trend analysis

of this type, where the question is, “DO the correlations in this group as a whole tend to be greater than the
correlations in that group?” The conventional method would require access to tests of the rated
characteristics (carefulness and decisiveness) which were known to have validities uncommonly high for
tests in this general domain; it would require the collection of uncommonly good ratings from these groups
of naive subjects ; and it would require a very powerful method of separating good from bad raters before
there could be any chance for achieving significant differences for all comparisons. With the conventional
approach, if there should be several significant differences in the predicted direction, as is the case in this
study (e.g., one of the three Score Checking comparisons in Table I and all three Score Checking
comparisons in Table 4), and also several differences not statistically significant, the investigator is left in an
ambiguous posit~ n. He has ~~th confirmed and failed to confirm his hypothesis.

On the other hand, the method used in this analysis is at least as accurate a method for subjecting the
hypotheses in this study to tests of significance, and it is much more sensitive. It is a method which can be
applied simultaneously to all comparisons, whether either of the correlations (or both) is significant and
without having to be concerned with the distribution of the r’s involved.

If the data being studied are random or if the subjects are randomly divided into two groups, then
correlation coefficients computed from those data should be greater in one of the groups equally as often as
in the other. There should not be a significantly greater number of correlations in the predicted direction
than in the other, within the limits set by the binomial distribution. Note that this is true whether the
comparison is between correlation coefficients of “significant” size or not. Significance level of an
individual correlation coefficient is an important consideration in many circumstances, but not in the one
addressed by this study, where an overall trend is the phenomenon of interest.

In this analysis, the observations are the comparisons between analogous correlations in the two
groups. Probabilities concerning the number of times larger correlations may be expected to appear by
chance in the predicted direction can be computed from the basic binomial formula available in most
mathematics and statistics textbooks, and tables are available (e.g., Bartz , 1976 , p. 386; Freund. 1967, p. .
392) from which the probabilities for this sort of occurrence can he read directly.

8
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III . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is clear from Table I that all six of the comparIsons of interest are in the predicted direction 1or
tltghts (p .0I€~. when absolute difference scores are used as the measure of accuracy, although the
correlations between carefulness ratings and Letter Comparison ate not significant beyond the .05 level.
The rating groups in Table I were formed by using only the upper and lower 25 ,~ of flights, leaving out the
middle 5~Yt - . Thu procedure t~ rced more separation between the more accurate and the less accurate raters
ii ii is granted that estimation of vocabulary and mathematic s knowledge scores is a workab le method of 

V

identifying rater accuracy.
Tables 2 and 3 show correlations involving smaller groups , com prised of the upper and lower 50% on

rater accurac y , defined in terms of absolute difference scores. In both these tables . t hree of the four
differences are in the predicted direction. The probability that three or more of ’ t hese four comparisons will
be in the predicted direction is .313 , clearly not very impress ive. One surprise in these two tables is that V

raters estimate the perfonnance of membe rs of their own squads no better than they do those members ot’
their flights who are not in their squads. It was hypothesized that raters would know nianbers of their own
squads better than they would know membe rs of other squads, hut that does not appear to he the case . Ii
was discovered in pursuing this point that squad iiiemhers do not necessarily live closer together in the
sleeping hays , nor do their daily activities bring them closer together . thafl non-squad members. A
significant portion of a basic airman’s time is spent sitting or lying on his bunk studying, repairing his
clothes and equipment, and doing ~miIac tasks. MI the people facing him across a narrow aisle arc members
of another squad. lbs own squad members are arranged to his left and right , in a less convenient position
for conversation. AlSO, recruits apparently seek out other people , trotti their own geographic area , w hom
t hey have previously met and came to know on the trip to Lackland AFB . arid with whom they have
interacted to a considerable extent during processing and before they have been assigned to squads. So,
after the fac t , t his finding is not so surprising.

Table 4 is similar to Table I, except that the [Mr score was the basis for separating the raters into
more and less accurate rating groups, rather than the average absolute difference score . The DAr score
approach provided only five of the six important comparisons in the predicted direction (p = .109),
although it yielded somewhat greater separation between more accurate and less accurate groups when
scores on Score (‘hec*ing (which gave the helter results of the two carefulness tests) are correlated with
carefulness ratings.

Tables S through 8 contain results of a similar analysis. using correlations between decisiveness ratings
and decisiveness test scores the same way carefulness was used in Tables I through 4 . Table 5 shows that

Table 5. Correlations of Decisiveness Tests with Ratings from Mote and Less Accurate
Raters Defined by Absolute Difference Scores. Uppet and Lower 25% of FlIghts

( %= 882)

O.ds i,.isges Ratings

Upper Lower
Upper Low er Flight Flight Upper Lower
Fl ight Flight Math Math Flight Flight

Docigl,sneee Tusts V ocabislw’y V ocabu lary Knowledge Knowle dge Composite ComposIte

I. Preference Scale .05 .06 .06 .01 .08 .06
2. Dot Estimation .10 .04 .06 .07 .12 .06

Mean 3,48 3.27 3.45 3.32 3.50 3.27
SD .64 .66 .65 .63 .65 .66

Note. — .05 Level .07: .01 Level = .09~ “Upper” means more accurat e ra trrs.

9
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J’ahle’ ~~. CorTdations of l)ecisiveness Tests wih Ratings from More and Less Accurate
Raters L)e fined by Absolute I)ifference Scores. Upper and Lower ~O% of Squad Members

( \ - ~ 882)

Squad Squid
Squa d Squad Upper 10% Lower 50%

Upper 10% Lower 50% Malls Math

Oeclsive neu Teats Vocabulary Vocabulary Knowledgs Knowledge

• Preference Sca le .05 .03 .03 .03
l)ot l’st imatiesn .06 .03 .02 .07

Mean 3.60 3.50 3.54 3.55
SI) .74 .77 .75 .76

Note. — . 0’, Level ~ .07; .01 Lev e l . tI ’ 1 . ‘~~p per ’’ means TI1OCC accurat e r~ tcCs .

¶
Table 7 Correlation., ~f Decisiveness Tests with Ratings from More and Less Accurate

Raters Defined by Absolute Difference Scores, Upper and Lower S&~ of Non-Squad Right Members
(\ = 882)

Non.Squ ad Non-Squad
Non-Squa d Nan-Squad Upper 50% Lowlr SOS
Upper 10% Low ir 10% Math Math

DecIsi veness TeSt s Vocabulary Vocabulary Know ledge Knowledge

Preference Scale .08 .05 .09 .04
Dot Estimation .10 .06 .10 .06
Mean 3 .40 3.2 5 3 .40 3.26
SD .61 .64 .62 .63

Note. — . 05 l ev e l . 0 ’ . .Ot L ’vrt = .09: “L pper ” m eans more accurate ratem.

Table .s~. Correlations of Decisiveness Tests with Ratings from More and Less Accurate
Rater Defined by DAr Scores

( . \ = 882)

DecisIveness Ratings

FlIght Flight
Flight Flight Upper 25% Lower 21% Flight Flight

Upper 21% Lower 21% Math Math Upper 21% Lower 25%
Osdelvenees Test, Vocabulary Vocabular y Know ledge Know ledge Compo elt i ComposIte

I .  Preference Scale .06 .01 .07 .03 .07 .02
2. Dot F.stimation .08 .04 .09 .07 .09 .06

Mean 3.35 334 3.39 337 3.36 3.36
SI) .66 .64 .65 .62 .68 .62

Note. — .05 leve l .07 . 0 1  level .09: “Upper ” means more accurate rat rm.

10
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when the average absolute difference scores ate used to identify t he accurate and inaccurate 25%
subsamples, four of the six appropriate comparisons of r’s are in the predicted direction (p = 344). Of
course, this is also not very inif ressive . Table 6, showing the results when accurate and inaccurate groups
are formed on the basis of their ability to estimate perfoimance of their own squad members, half of the
comparisons are in the predicted direction and half are not. Table 7 indicates that the subjects can better
estimate the performance of peers who are not in their own squads, because the four com parisons are all in
the predicted direction (p = .063). The DAr score is examined again in Table 8, this time using decisiveness
rather than carefulness as the rated dimension. All six of the appropriate comparisons in this table are in the
predicted direction (p = .016).

A part of the purpose of this study was to find predictors for the rater accuracy variables. As is
evident from Table 9, the predictions of both the absolute difference score and the DAr score were very

• poor. The highest correlation between either of the rater accuracy scores and any of the 13 predictor scores
was only .20 (between DAr and ASVAB-Mech). None of the nine expeiimental predictor scores (described
in Appendix A) correlated with either rater accuracy variable higher than .14. Several multiple R’s
computed against the average difference rcore were equally disappointing. The rater scores were simply not
predictable to any practical degree by the predictor variables used in this study.

IV . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As stated at the beginning of this paper , this study atte m pted to replicate the findings of the Mullins
and Force (1962) study and added to it in five ways. it seems appropriate now to take stoc k of the results
as they bear on these issues. The replication is a rather small part of this study and occupies only the first
two columns of Table I. As can be seen, all six of the comparisons of the two carefulness tests are in the
predicted direction (p = .016), as in the 1962 study.

Extension 1. Extending the basic technique of selecting better and poorer raters by using differences
between mathematics test scores and estimates of those scores, and by using a combination of these
differences with the vocabulary differences as used in the previous study, was, in general, rat her successful.
Although identification by mathematics difference scores was apparently not as good as identification by
vocabulary scores , the best technique of all seems to be identification on the basis of the composite scores
(vocabulary and mathematics), Each one of the eight comparisons involving the composite scores (Tables I.
4, 5, and 8) was in the predicted direction (p = .004) for both the carefulness and decisiveness sections of
the analysis.

Extension 2. The extension of generality of rating accuracy to both carefulness and decisiveness
ratings was moderately successful. Of the 1 2 comparisons made between carefulness test scores and
carefulness ratings (Tables I and 4), ii were in the predicted direction (p = .003). Of the 12 analogous
decisiyeness comparisons (Tables 5 and 8), 10 were in the predicted direction (p = .019). Both of these are

• significantly different from chance expectation, although carefulness was slightly better. It appea rs, then,
that ability to estimate performance of peers on vocabulary and on mat hematics tests is associated with
ability to rate both carefulness and decisiveness. It seems clear that rater accuracy is not specific to a single
dimension or quality, but is rather generalizable.

Extension 3. In this study, b’ sic airmen did not rate their squad peers more accurately than they did
• other members of their flight. This does not mean that proximity and familiarity with the ratee are

unimportant in the accuracy of ratings, but that the particular mechanics of squad formation and duties
appear to throw the basic trainee into contact with non-squad flight members at least as often as with squad
members. Because of these administrative arrangements in squad formation, this extension could not be
adequately tested.

Extension 4. The DAr score seems to be slightly better as a measure of rater accuracy than the
absolute difference score. Of the 12 comparisons made between groups formed using the DAr score (Tables
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4 and 8), II were in the predicted direction (p = .003). Only 10 of the 12 comparisons using the average
absolute difference score (Tables I and 5) were in the predicted direction (p = .019).

Extension 5. ObvIously, it may be that future work may uncover variables which are useful in
predicting rater accuracy scores. The predictor instruments used in this study, however , were of no practical
usefulness for this purpose.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

— Letter Comparison. This test requires the subject to compare a group of randomly typed letters on the left
side of the page with a similar group of letters on the right side of the page, and to mark whether the
two groups are identical. Each pair of letter groups constitutes one item, and there is never more than
one letter difference between the groups. Twenty items, 28-minute time limit. (Carefulness)

Score Checking. The subject is presented a sheet showing 10 three-digit scores for each of 43 persons. On
the back side of the sam e page is, supposedly, a reproduction of the first page. The tabulation on the
back of the page has been rotated 90 degrees, and the subject must check for transcription errors.

• There are 43 score discrepancies. Forty-three items, 28-minute time limit. (Carefulness)

Preference Scale. The subject is presented a list of 62 activities for which he is to indicate a degree of
• preference using a 5.point scale. He does not know that it will be timed and that he will be stopped in

5 minutes. Score is number of preferences indicated. (Decisiveness)

Dot Estimation. Each item of this test consists of a pair of I-inch squares. In each square are 10 to 25 small
dots. The subject must choose which square has the most dots, for 110 items , within a 4-minute time
limit. Score is the number of items attempted, right or wrong. (Decisiveness)

Unusual Facts. This test was designed to measure the tendency for subjects to over-estimate or
under-estimate. For example, one item is “the heaviest human being weighed,” and four alternatives
follow, ranging from 900 poun ds to 3,400 pounds. There are no right or wrong answers. There are

- • 
two scores, both reflecting the tendency for subjects to give responses toward the extreme ends of the
range of the alternatives. There are 70 questions. The test was carried to 100% completion.

Activities Preference, This appears to be a forced-choice interest test ; however , each pair of activities
comprising an item was selected so that one ~f the pair involved working or playing alone. It is a test
of gregariousness; for example, “I would rather (a) collect autographs, (b) collect stamps.” There are
60 questions. The test was carried to 100% completion.

Word Meanings—C. This test is composed of ten items, each stating a category such as “Which of the
following are carpentry terms?” Each item is followed by fifteen alternatives, at least one of which is - —

• obviously in the stated category (e.g., “hammer”) and at least one of which is not (e.g.. “tiger”). The
- 

- other alternatives could be interpreted either way (e.g., “oak”). The subject is told to mark all the - -

alternatives he thinks belong in the stated category . His score is the total number of alternatives
marked. This test was designed as a measure of conceptual complexity. It was carried to 100%
completion.

FCSRI—A. The initials stand for Forced—Choice Self Report Inventory, Form A. The FCSRI—-A is one of a
battery of tests prepared by Warren T. Norman (Norman, 1961) under contract. It consists of 192
forced-choice questions, such as “A. I have no fear of spiders,” or “B. I am a modest person.” Each

• question is a pair of such statements from which the subject picks one as more descriptive of himself.
The test was designed to measure five factors (surgency, agreeableness, dependability, emotional
stability, and culture), and it produces five scores.
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